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When grays or roots begin to sprout, a whole gallery of touch-up products
can come to the rescue. A guide to choosing the one that’s best for you

LIKE GOPHER HOLES on a meticu-
lously manicured golf course, wiry
grays poking through an otherwise
pristine head of hair telegraph a call
to action: Oust the enemy.

It’s a problem that afflicts many
women, whether they’re hair-color
virgins getting their first grays or
regulars at the colorist who find
themselves with roots in as few as
10 days after their last salon visit.

Enter the vast array of touch-up
products designed to cover, camou-
flage and boost confidence. That is,
if you can find a good color match
and formula—a task made trickier as
the market swells. Here, a look at five
touch-up delivery formats, including
markers, mascaras, powders, sprays
and multistep, permanent-color kits,
and our top picks in each category.

BY DANA WOOD
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STYLE & FASHION

Paint It, Ladies

Ulysse Nardin, from the movement of the sea to the
perpetual innovation of Haute Horlogerie. For over 170
years, the powerful movement of the ocean has inspired
Ulysse Nardin in its singular quest: to push back the
limits of mechanical watchmaking, time and time again.
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JEWELS

AVAILABLE AT NEIMAN MARCUS
PRECIOUS JEWELS SALONS 800-937-9146

540-837-3088 or www.elizabethlockejewels.com

Lasting Impact
Busy women who’ve let their roots
grow too long—and can't get to the sa-
lon—need the big guns of hair dye that
won’t brush or wash out like these other
solutions. These kits are the most labori-
ous option here but the only one that
offers permanent color. The DIY route
is also good for blondes (it’s tough to
color-match flaxen hair, and these kits are
typically available in light-hued options).
Min Kim, master color specialist for
New York City’s Butterfly Studio Salon,
recommends erring on the lighter side.
That way, you’ll avoid a dark band at the
roots that may have to be brightened
with highlights once you’re back in expert
hands. This kit from hair color brand
dpHue has a sophisticated range of
shades, and its gentle cream formula is
made without beauty baddies like para-
bens and phthalates. dpHue Root Touch-
Up Kit, $30 for two applications

One Magic Marker
A marker is ideal for anyone who
has stubborn grays that don't re-
spond to lighter powder or aero-
sol formulas. The TouchBack’s
Sharpie-esque implement lets you
saturate individual strands, and
comes with a tiny comb to slip
beneath the grays as a shield for
your scalp and temples. Bonus: It’s
made with real hair dye (most root
fixes deploy makeup-like pigments).
That helps it look and feel natural, said
creator Joan Lasker. “Once it’s dry, you
can brush your hair and it won’t flake off.”
Downside: It washes off with shampoo.
ColorMetrics TouchBack Marker, $25

Mist Opportunity
If you have minimal regrowth and are
in need of light, temporary cover, a spray
is ideal. Most however, can be unpredict-
able, unleashing a torrent of product
when you only need a light spritz. Beauty
brand Temptu has created hair color
pods to use with its popular airbrush

makeup tool—
a hand-held de-
vice that gently

mists foundation
onto the skin. It can

now deliver a fine layer
of root touch-up that
dries in a jiffy and
blends well. Temptu Air
device, $195, and Air-
brush 24-Hour Root
Touch-Up & Hair Color,
$35 per color pod

Power Powder
Powders are great for anyone who is
thinning at the crown; they physically
and visually add density. A powder is
also great for zeroing in on small areas,
whether you’re dealing with a hint of
dark roots or a few grays. Color Wow’s

water-resis-
tant formula
is engineered
to reflect
light—“just
like healthy
hair,” said
creator Gail
Federici—
whereas most
powdery hair
products (in-
cluding dry
shampoo) can be dulling. Housed in
a sleek compact, it’s easy to use on the
fly. Color Wow Root Cover Up, $35

Wonder Wand
Products with a mascara-
like wand, the easiest to
apply, are a gateway to
more serious root-touch-up
products. Unlike markers,
which release dye that
soaks into strands, this is
like painting on a stronger
mascara. The airy, non-
clumping formula from
Cover Your Gray comes
in a wide range of
shades. Cover Your
Gray Hair Color
Touch-Up, $12
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